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our mission
To inspire conscientious participation in outdoor activities through coverage of the 
adventures, landscapes, people, environmental issues, gear and apparel, trends 
and events that define the active and intrepid Australian lifestyle.
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 TOUR DE MONTE ROSA 

Louise Fairfax tours the mountain terrain at the border of 
Switzerland and Italy on a circuit tour of Monte Rosa

Whiteout on
THEODUL 
GLACIER

Where do we go now?” he asked, 
staring ahead at a dense cotton 
ball mass of cloud that 

obliterated every contour and land feature. 
Even I was barely visible to him, being at 
least ten metres ahead.
“Up, up, ever up,” I said, kicking small 
steps in the snow for him and hoping I 
sounded confident. I didn’t address the 
question of exactly which of the hundred 
and twenty degrees on offer was our 
particular way up. We were on a rough 
compass bearing, but such bearings assume 
your point of departure is known, and I 
had set ours from the middle-of-nowhere-
specific. We were somewhere on the 
Theodul Glacier, heading for the Theodul 
Pass, but passes can be quite tricky to find 
in a whiteout. We were above 3,000 metres 
above sea level, not a good place to spend 

the night outside if my leadership failed.
We were, at that moment, heading for the 
first hut on our chosen trek – the Tour de 
Monte Rosa – and perhaps with that 
beginning it might seem odd to announce 
that if you are seeking a multi-day trek in 
the alps that is beautiful yet not 
overcrowded, that will challenge your 
fitness and skills, yet be achievable, then 
perhaps the Tour de Monte Rosa is for you. 
Along with the Tour du Mont Blanc, it is my 
equal favourite circular route in the alps. It 
has to its distinct advantage the fact that it is 
little known, and thus not crowded out 
with commercial tour groups being 
ushered through en masse. 
I guess my least favourite moments of the 
trip were those between my husband’s 
question above and the moment when my 
feet, which I couldn’t see (quite unnerving) 

felt the gradient change underneath them 
and I knew that I had found the pass. 
Uncertainty and mild fear turned rapidly to 
excitement and jubilation. We’d done it. 
We’d crossed the much-hyped glacier and 
made it to the frontier between Switzerland 
and Italy. To our right (west), a mere two 
minutes away, so rumour said, there was a 
hut, although this mist was so thick that 
anything ten seconds away was invisible.
That evening, sitting at table with new 
friends and gazing out the window at a 
pure white Matterhorn that seemed 
startlingly close, I felt supremely satisfied, 
and thought that even if the rest of the 
route was horrid, everything had been and 
would be worth it for this one moment of 
sitting here and feeling this elation. The 
combination of magnificent scenery and 
release from fear is an intoxicating one.

The mist closes in on Theodul Glacier. 
Photos: Louise Fairfax

With laboured breath, I took 
the final steps to the lofty 
summit. Before me lay the 

glory of the Australian high country 
monumental peaks, it was a vista I 
remember, a ridge I had read about. 
I had viewed this scene once before in 
a different light from the comfort of my 
living room. This was no coincidence, 
I was here partly from the inspiration 

the stories have given me over the 
many years I have been reading Wild. 
In my home among shelves stacked 
with books of recipes and food are 
stacks of Wild magazines. On regular 
occasions they both lay spread across 
the floor where I search for inspiration 
for a future trip and a new creative 
menu. 
If I look back over the years at all the 

bushwalking trips I have undertaken 
and the meals enjoyed around a camp 
fire, in a tent or by a multi-fuel stove, 
I am often reminded of a the many 
favourite areas I explored or flavours 
I have savoured and look anew on that 
particular area for a different ridge to 
traverse or peak to climb as I do with 
my menu. Likewise, breathing life into 
old recipes can be just as much fun.
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FOOD

GNOCCHI WITH LEMON, 
PARSLEY AND CAPERS 
Serves 2

This recipe takes the potato dumplings 
from Wild 138 along with inspiration  
from a number of previous recipes 
published in back issues of Wild, and 
creates something quite different 

INGREDIENTS
1 portion of potato dumplings, recipe 
found in Wild 138
½ a bunch of fresh parsley 
1 clove of garlic finely chopped 
1 dessert spoon of capers 
The grated zest and juice of ½ a lemon 
Olive oil
Grated parmesan to serve  

AT HOME 
Pack the potato dumpling ingredients as 
suggested in the recipe in Wild issue 
138.
In a small watertight container place the 
chopped parsley, garlic, capers and zest 
and cover this with oil.

IN THE FIELD
Make the potato dumplings as directed 
in Wild 138. Bring a pot of water to the 
boil and cook until the dumplings are 
floating to the top, remove from the 
water and set aside.    
Now heat the oil mixture and add the 
cooked dumplings and gently stir-fry 
until all ingredients are stirred through 
and heated. Season with salt and pepper 
and grated parmesan cheese.

RICOTTA CHEESE PAN 
CAKES
Use the recipe titled ‘Paneer’ in Wild issue 
122 to create ricotta, the method of 
making these cheeses is essentially the 
same, however paneer has the whey 
squeezed out of it to form a hard dense 
block, ricotta sits allowing the whey to 
drain for a more crumbly texture. Although 
here (pictured) I have served a ritzy café 
styled brunch menu with prosciutto, basil, 
honey and dried pear chips, the 
cheesecakes can be served with what suits 
you. They can be made sweet and served 
with jams and custards; you can even try 
replacing the parmesan with a teaspoon 
each of coco powder and icing sugar. Or, 
the savoury cakes can be served with dried 
tomatoes, olive, chutneys, relishes or 
whatever takes your fancy. (As they make 
an excellent breakfast dish, the cheese is 
best made the night before and allowed 
to drain overnight.)

INGREDIENTS 
1 portion of paneer/ricotta described 
in Wild 122
¼ cup of grated parmesan cheese lightly 
packed 
2 dessert spoons of self-raising flour 
salt and pepper to taste

IN THE FIELD 
Add all ingredients to the portion of  
ready-made ricotta. With your fingers rub 
the ingredients together; the mixture will 
be slightly dry and crumbly. Now gradually 
add 1-2 dessert spoons of water and mix 
until the mixture comes together. Form 
into small rissole shapes approximately one 
centimetre thick and fry on a well-oiled fry 
pan over a medium heat.
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Andrew Davison takes pleasure in the simplicity of 
being in the bush. A world traveller and culinary 
connoisseur, he has become a regular Wild contributor.

Creative 
combinations

Looking back over his past issues of Wild, Andrew 
Davison offers a new spin on old recipes

TRACK NOTES

Northern Bogong High Plains 

Glenn van der Knijff outlines a challenging circuit walk over Victoria’s highest peak and the 
northern Bogong High Plains, a region transformed by wildfire since the region was first 
covered in Wild magazine’s first year

WHEN TO GO
The warmer months of the year, from 
November to April, are the best months for 
walking in this region, and wildflowers are at 
their best in December and January. While the 
weather is usually fine through summer, you 
should always be prepared for cold and wet 
conditions that can develop quickly. May can 
also be a good time, but the likelihood of cold 
weather, and the short daylight hours, need to 
be taken into consideration. This walk should 
not be undertaken in winter, when deep snow 
covers the upper slopes of Mount Bogong and 
the Bogong High Plains.

ACCESS
The walk starts and ends at Mountain Creek 
Camping Area. To get there, drive to the small 
town of Tawonga (four kilometres north of 
Mount Beauty). From Tawonga, Mountain 
Creek Road heads east for 10.5 kilometres to 
the camping area.

WARNINGS
While snow poles exist in some places on 
Mount Bogong to aid navigation, the upper 
part of this mountain is not a pleasant place 
to be in a storm. There are few features on 
the Hooker Plateau and navigation can be 
problematic in foggy conditions. If there’s been 
recent heavy rain, the crossing of Big River on 
the third day may be extremely dangerous, so 
bear this in mind when planning your walk. 
It’s also worth noting that the Mount Bogong 
massif is a fuel-stove-only area, and campfires 
are not permitted anywhere on the mountain.

MAPS
The Spatial Vision 1:50,000 Bogong Alpine 
Area map covers the walk.

DAY WALKS

Day 1: Mountain Creek to Cleve Cole 
Memorial Hut, 12km
Depart the camping area by heading east along 
Mountain Creek Road, essentially a 4WD track. 
After one kilometre the track passes a logbook 
and a gate, then further the track crosses 
Sodawater Creek and Doorway Creek. Stay on the 
track as it heads east and fords Mountain Creek 
four times, the last crossing is a good place to 
fill water containers as there are no more water 
points until Cleve Cole Memorial Hut.
Not far beyond the last creek crossing, a 
signpost indicates the steep walking track up 
the Staircase Spur. Fortunately the track is not 

steep the entire way, and you have plenty of 
opportunity to rest at each of the flat sections 
that give the Staircase its name. One prolonged, 
very steep pinch precedes the largest ‘step’ 
where you will find Bivouac Hut (shelter 
only). A clearing not far from the hut provides 
tantalising glimpses of the upper Staircase Spur 
and the summit ridge of Mount Bogong.
Past the hut the route climbs steeply again, 

through snow gum woodland now, and 
eventually the route climbs above the treeline 
and joins a line of snow poles. The track sidles 
to the east of two small hills, known as Castor 
and Pollux, and joins the spur again at Gorge 
Gap. There are some terrific views of the north 
face of Mount Bogong from the rocky outcrops 
nearby. About fifteen minutes from Gorge Gap 
you reach a memorial cairn to three skiers who 
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Way back in the second issue of Wild 
(Oct–Dec 1981), Geoff Schirmer’s 
winter profile of Mount Bogong 
marked what was the first of many 
inclusions of the mountain in Wild. 
That’s not surprising, considering 
Mount Bogong is one of the Victoria’s 
most iconic bushwalking destinations. 
The peak has always had an allure, 
not just because it’s the state’s tallest 
peak, but also because of the lovely 
mountain gum, alpine ash and snow 
gum forest that cloaks the mountain. 
But the flora of Mount Bogong has 
taken on a vastly different appearance 
since the early 2000s.
On January 8 2003, lightning ignited 
a number of small spot fires in the 

Victorian Alps. One of these was on 
the western flank of Mount Arthur, just 
a few kilometres from Mount Bogong. 
Though the spot fires were small, they 
soon jumped containment lines and 
by early February, with deteriorating 
weather conditions, the fires spread 
and gradually merged with other fires 
in the mountains of New South Wales 
and the Australian Capital Territory to 
form a blaze of massive proportions. 
Around 1.3 million hectares of alpine 
forest in Victoria alone, including 60 
per cent of the Alpine National Park, 
succumbed to the blaze by the time 
the fires were extinguished. The fire 
ravaged the forest, destroyed large 
areas of alpine grasses and bogs, and 

reduced many historic huts to ashes. 
In the years since the fires, forest 
regrowth has been prolific and many 
of the huts have since been rebuilt. As 
a result, a walk over Mount Bogong 
now is quite a different experience to 
what it was in the early years of Wild. 
The route described here is a 
strenuous circuit walk that includes 
climbing Mount Bogong twice (by 
two different routes), a double 
crossing of Big River and a traverse 
of the northern Bogong High Plains. 
There is some dramatic scenery, 
wonderful forests and historic huts 
along the way, but days are also long, 
so the walk is not recommended for 
beginners. 
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Mountain Creek
Camping Area
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Night3rd
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4th
Night
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Hut
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K
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elly Hut
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Gap
Hut

Bivouac
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Hut Site

°
Not for navigation.Not for navigation.
Use listed maps.Use listed maps.

0 2
km
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mi

www.hemamaps.com

Arterial: Sealed; Unsealed
Local Road: Sealed; Unsealed
Track, Easy
Management Vehicle Track

Bikeway Walkway

Native Well; Pool; Rockhole;
Spring; Waterfall; Waterhole;
Waterpoint; Soak

Featured Walking Track

The Long
Spur

Quartz
Ridge

Camp Ck
Gap

Bogong Creek
Saddle

TkTk

TkTk
TkTkF ire

F ire
KopjeKopje

Spion

Spion

View along quartz ridge on Mt Bogong 
Photos: Glenn van der Knijff
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WISHLISTTime to gear up for a new year of adventure...

 Buttermilk from $231
Super strong and extremely light, the Buttermilk 
from Boreas comes in 2 sizes and 2 colours, 
features a rain cover and comes hydration 
compatible. zenimports.com.au

 ImageView 8x30mm $339
Bushnell combines the power of fi eld binoculars 
with a 12MP digital camera that also takes 
1280x720 HD video; perfect for wildlife photos. 
tasco.com.au

 Kingy Kayak (inc. paddle) $838.98 
Perfect for family weekenders, this kayak from 
Cool Water weighs 22kg and includes 2 fi shing 
rod holders, padded seats and 2 8” storage 
hatches. 
kangarootentcity.com.au

 All Terrain Mattress from $139
A fully bonded, self-infl ating mattress in three 
sizes, measuring up to 195x130x95cm and 
designed to fi t most single, king or double 
swags and camp stretchers. darche.com.au

 SCS 200t $189.99
A solar powered telescopic tent pole that outputs 
250 lumens when set to max. Designed to work 
in conjunction with Doble’s new Solar Camping 
System range. dobleoutdoors.com

 Biodegradable Camper Set $54.90
A fully biodegradable eating set from Ecosoulife 
includes a plate, bowl, cup and one 3-piece 
cutlery set with carabiner. ecosoulife.com

 OP Futura Vario 50+10 $319.99
Weighing 22.4kg, this trekking rucksack from 
Deuter is designed for the serious adventurer 
and includes a separate bottom compartment, 
detachable rain cover and is hydration system-
compatible. velovita.com.au

 TevaSphere Versa $119.95
Named for the spherical heel, this sandal is 
designed to provide natural, stable motion 
without sacrifi cing its light weight, it’s 
waterproof and fully adjustable. teva.com

 Nikon D750 $2399.95
Latest in Nikon’s DSLR range includes a 
24.3MP CMOS sensor and a huge effective 
ISO range (100-12800), while autofocus mode 
and in-camera processing means anyone can 
take pro shots. mynikonlife.com.au

 Women’s Agnes Pant $90
Featuring hidden waist adjustment and security 
pockets, this lightweight (310g), quick-drying 
garment is designed with active women in mind. 
gondwanaoutdoor.com

 Roamer 4 Person Tent $399.98 
This warm weather 4 person tent features an 
easy-pitch 2-pole design, fl ame-retardant fl y, 
integrated storage pockets and 3 external 
doors. kathmandu.com.au

 Reversible Cast-iron Griddle $79
A double-sided cooking plate with a ribbed 
surface is perfect for grilling over an open 
campfi re at your family camping ground. 
manlaw-bbq.com.au

 Ambit3 Sport Sapphire $599.99
This GPS sports watch from Suunto aims to 
deliver performance and style, featuring heart 
rate monitoring and mobile connectivity. suunto.
com/en-AU

 Bamboo Socks $15.95
With 90% bamboo and just 10% spandex, this 
sock is designed to provide moisture-wicking 
qualities, superior softness and, being mostly 
bamboo, it’s also eco-friendly. wildernesswear.
com.au

 Scrubba Wash Bag $64.95
Award-winning product for campers, the 
Scrubba wash bag is said to provide a machine 
quality wash for clothing in 30 seconds using 
just 2-3L of water. thescrubba.com.au

 Riva Peak Mid eVent $299.95
With a waterproof outer, shock absorbing heel 
and full-grain leather lining, this hiking boot is 
designed to be as comfortable as it is hardy. 
paddypallin.com.au

 Tungsten 1P $349.95 
New for 2015, this 3 season solo tent from 
Marmot includes pre-bends and clip placement 
for added internal volume. See our Tried & 
Tested section for the full review. allsports.co.nz

 Xenon Bifocals $129.95 
Ugly Fish’s new range of adventure sunglasses 
includes a bifocal option in three magnifi cations 
and two colour options in the anti-scratch, 
polarised lenses. uglyfi sheyewear.com 

 Tardis Sleeping Bag $249.98 
A double bag designed for couples, it can also 
zip down into two separate bags and features 
hang loops for easy drying/airing. kathmandu.
com.au

 PowerAll Supreme $199.95
Arriving January, this little device is powerful 
enough to jump start a car but will also recharge 
a phone, with a max output of 600amps and 
standby battery life of six months. repco.com.au
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 Static V LUXE XL $129.50 
At a size of 193x76x8cm, this large sleeping mat 
from Klymit is designed for two sleepers who 
should be able to infl ate it in just 10-15 breaths 
each via the dual mouthpieces. wildearth.com.au

 Solo Plus $3125 
Constructed in ultra-light Kevlar (weight: 18kg), 
this tandem canoe can also be paddled solo 
with the help of a centre seat, with the hull 
shape based on the popular ‘Prism’ canoe. 
paddleportagecanoes.com.au

 Bonatti WP Jacket $199.99
Light, breathable and protective, this activewear 
jacket from Salomon packs down into its own 
chest pocket for portability on the run. salomon.
com/au

 Tanamai Lightweight Trek Sock $19.99
This lightweight sock is designed for warm 
weather adventures and includes 45% Aussie 
merino, ankle and foot compression zones and 
a seamless toe. xtm.com.au
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 AUSTRALIAN ALPS 

While travelling the northern half of the Australian Alpine 
Walking Track solo, Keith Scott finds plenty of time to 

contemplate humanity’s relationship with nature

Philosophy
IN THE ALPS

The author enjoys the fire while writing 
journal entries in O’Keefe’s Hut 
Photos: Keith Scott

“… the trails I made led outwards into the hills 
and swamps, but they led inwards also. And 
from the study of things underfoot, and from 

reading and thinking, came a kind of 
exploration, myself and the land.”

– John Haines, The Stars, The Snow, The Fire:  
Twenty-five Years in the Northern Wilderness. Dixon’s 

Dolpo
Photographer and longtime contributor to Wild, 

Grant Dixon shares some of the sights from his 
recent visit to the Dolpo region of Nepal

NOV/DEC 41 40 WILD.COM.AU 

FOLIO

about us 

Wild is Australia’s longest running wilderness 
adventure magazine, boasting the most loyal 
and engaged readerships in the outdoor 
adventure category. 

Established as a quarterly in 1981, Wild 
was taken bimonthly in 2010 under the 
guardianship of Melbourne-based Prime 
Creative Media. It is the lead title in a 
portfolio that includes www.wild.com.au and 
the Wild Update e-newsletter.

Founding Editor Chris Baxter first described 
the title as a ‘magazine for those who 
enjoy the adventure of wild places… it took 
shape over the past few years in discussion 
with other rucksack enthusiasts.’ Since 
that time the title has become defined by 
its fiercely engaged readership consisting 
of bushwalkers, mountaineers, paddlers, 
backcountry skiers, climbers, canyoners, 
caving enthusiasts and conservationists. 
Today, a new generation of these adventurers 

are engaging with our content and partners 
online via our digital properties and social 
media networks.

In addition to detailed trip reports, each 
issue includes outdoor news and events 
alongside profiles of leading adventurers, 
instructional articles, extensive gear reviews 
and high-quality photography throughout. 
The iconic Track Notes section has made 
Wild a collector’s item for bushwalkers, and 
generates regular requests for back-issues. 
Over the last three decades, Wild has 
featured the words and recorded the deeds of 
many of the legends of Australian adventure, 
from Tim Macartney-Snape and Sue Fear to 
Jon Muir and Lincoln Hall

Known for sponsoring the first Australian 
ascent of Everest and covering the battle for 
the Franklin River, Wild has long been at 
the forefront of pioneering expeditions and 
wilderness issues.
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editorial schedule (print) 2016
JAN/FEB (151) 
Sacred Australia

Exploring the country, voices and issues of the 
world’s longest-surviving cultures.

MAR/APR (152) 
Ghosts, ghost towns and extinctions

The spectre of history hangs over the 
landscape, creating fodder for ghost stories 
around the campfire.

MAY/JUN (153) 
Trees and forests

Australia’s changing landscape offers a vast 
array of wooded habitats to visit on foot or by 
paddle.

JUL/AUG (154) 
Overcoming hardship

It’s rare for an expedition to go smoothly and 
seamlessly. More often than not there will be 
trials aplenty to rise above.

SEPT/OCT (155) 
Going the distance

Australia’s wide horizons are fertile grounds 
for long distance adventures. Here we take a 
closer look at trail running for the first time.

NOV/DEC (156) 
Deserts

Surviving arid Australia requires adventurers 
to become desert specialists and highlights the 
increasingly rare commodity of freshwater in 
modern society.
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print
Wild has an estimated readership of 46,000 
based on a newsstand and subscription base 
approaching 11,000, with unparalleled pass 
on and retention rates. In fact, many of our 
subscribers have been with us for over 30 
years.

digital newsstand
Wild is available on tablet and mobile devices 
through Zinio, the world’s largest newsstand 
and bookstore. This allows readers to take their 
Wild collection with them, wherever they are in 
the world.

direct to inbox
Every fortnight, Wild sends one electronic 
direct mail newsletter to a database of over 
13,000, containing the latest outdoor news 
products and events. Our partner-direct 
messages continue to be available to those 
wishing to market directly to our database 
subset engaged readers. This subset is 1,000 
subscribers strong and growing.

web & social
Wild.com.au receives around 6,000 unique 
visitors per month and growing, each spending 
an amazing 15 minutes on average every 
session trawling our site in an effort to prepare 
them for their next wilderness journey. In 2016, 
this presence is being relaunched to reflect 
current trends in mobile and tablet internet 
browsing. Our growing social following 
enjoy sharing their experiences with Wild via 
Facebook (3,350 likes) and Twitter (almost 
1000 followers), while our infant Instagram 
presence continues to grow rapidly.

6



dedicated readership
Wild readers are loyal, with 72% of 
subscribers having received the magazine 
for more than three years. The majority are 
university-educated professionals in their mid-
20s to late 50s with a healthy disposable 
income, who regularly get out into the bush. 
While they are predominately bushwalkers, 
Wild readers love to travel (independently 
and in groups) and a large number have 
tried more than one other outdoor discipline. 
Their favourite ‘domestic’ destinations include 
Tasmania and New Zealand, followed by the 
eastern seaboard states.
*data from 2010 readership survey
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“Our next adventure 
will be canoeing the 
Nymboida, inspired by 
a feature in Wild”

“My favourite bit 
is the gear section; 
having been inspired 
by various articles and 
track notes - shop!” 

“Track notes are always 
much anticipated and I 
use them often to plan 
trips around”

*Reader feedback collected Sept 2013
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Ad type Casual x3 x6 
double-page spread $6,990 $6,550 $6,090
full page $4,150 $3,690 $3,250 
1/2 $2,850 $2,490 $2,150 
1/3 $2,390 $2,150 $1,990
1/6 $850 $750 $600
Prime positions
INFCS $9,090 $8,550 $7,990
OSBC $5,350 $4,790 $4,250
INBC $5,050 $4,350 $3,850
first 15 pages  15% loading
guaranteed position   10% loading 
(excl first 15 pgs) *all quoted rates are exclusive of GST

print advertising rates

Ad type Trim size Bleed
double-page spread   420mm (w) x 297mm (h)  5mm bleed 
full page  210mm (w) x 297mm (h) 5mm bleed
1/2 page vertical 100mm (w) x 297mm (h)  5mm bleed 
1/2 page horizontal 210mm (w) x 145mm (h)  5mm bleed
2/3 page vertical 133mm (w) x 297mm (h) 5mm bleed
1/3 page horizontal 210mm (w) x 85mm (h) 5mm bleed
1/3 page vertical 65mm (w) x 297mm (h)  5mm bleed
1/3 page square 118mm (w) x 128mm (h) N/A
1/6 page vertical 57mm (w) x 128mm (h) 2mm safe type
back page  210mm (w) x 297mm (h) 5mm bleed

specs

directory
Directory listing* 
$48 in black/$58 in red 
 
*Bookings continue indefinitely until we receive 
written notification otherwise by the cancellation 
date for the issue

 
Classified listing 
$19 minimum in black at $1.90 
per word/ $23 minimum in red 
at $2.30 per word

Free Suunto Movescount App - learn  
more on suunto.com/

movescountapp

SUUNTO TRAVERSE
GO EXPLORE 

Curiosity drives us to seek out and discover new places, 
but it’s the confidence of finding our way that encourages us to step off 
the beaten path. Suunto Traverse is your ideal companion on trails in the 
bush. Plan your route in Movescount.com with topographic maps and stay 
on course with the GPS/GLONASS navigation. The powerful battery of 
Suunto Traverse keeps you exploring hour after hour.

CONQUER 
NEW
TERRITORY

CONQUER 
NEW
TERRITORY

Contact our experts to find your next adventure on 1300 130 798

or australiasales@exodustravels.com or visit exodustravels.com for more details.

Exodus has spent over 40 years perfecting the best walking and trekking 

adventure holidays on the planet. Groups are small and leaders unrivalled. With 

over 450 trips to over 90 countries worldwide, every adventure is designed to 

inspire and create unforgettable memories.

F I N D  Y O U R  A D V E N T U R E ...

Ensure all type and logos are within a 15mm type safe area unless otherwise stated

Prime Creative Media will only accept material that adheres to the following information. 

Material that does not adhere to this criteria will be rejected.

1.  Media is to be supplied to the correct publication page size. Taking special care to include 

bleed, trim and registration marks. (Minimum bleed size is 5mm. Trim and registration 

marks must lay 3mm outside of the trim) 

2.  Material must be supplied as a press ready pdf.

3.  Avoid running type across the gutter of a double page spread. 

4.  All fonts need to be embedded into the PDF file 

5.  Files must be saved in CMYK format. Any non-process colors included in the file will be 

converted to CMYK. Conversion process may compromise the integrity of the file and 

waives our color guarantee.

6.  Images need to be of a minimum 300dpi at print size. 

7.  Solid black panels or backgrounds should carry 30% Cyan to reinforce the black print 

8.  Total ink limit should not exceed 300%

Please email your PDF file to: campbell.phillips@primecreative.com.au

material requirements

Issue   Ad deadline
Mar/Apr (152)   Feb 10

May/Jun (153)   Apr 6

Jul/Aug (154)   Jun 8

Sept/Oct (155)   Aug 10

Nov/Dec (156)   Oct 5

Jan/Feb (157)   Dec 7

schedule
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online

eNews

eDM

Digital  x1 month  x3 months 

Square 300x250 $650.00 $590.00

Leaderboard 728x90 $850.00 $790.00

Bottom leaderboard 728x90 $550.00 $500.00

 Single 

Solus eDM (NEW!) $2590 (just 24 avail. P.A.)

 x6 months  x12 months 

eNews banner 468x60 $4,650.00 $8,690.00

Contact Campbell Phillips to discuss bespoke, integrated 

marketing solutions.

728w x 90h ppi

300w x 
250h  
ppi

300w x 
250h  
ppi

300w x 
250h  
ppi

728w x 90h ppi

Banner - 468w x 60h ppi

Tablet - 600w x 77h ppi

Mobile - 320w 
x 100h ppi

9

Maximum file size: 50kb

Material deadline is 1 week 
prior to the commencement of 
the campaign. Please supply 
the URL.

We recommend that HTML5 be the choice of platform - 
there are no size limits on this format



enquiries
Campbell Phillips
campbell.phillips@primecreative.com.au

Prime Creative Media
11-15 Buckhurst Street, South Melbourne, 3205. Ph: 03 9690 8766
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